CAMP ZEBRA

Fact Sheet
Introduction
‘Camp Zebra’ is named after the Zebra which follow the Wildebeest during their
world famous annual migration. Like the animal it is named after, the camp follows
the migration between the Northern, Central and Southern parts of the Serengeti
National Park, according to where the Wildebeest are to be found. Camp Zebra is
closed from the beginning of April till the end of June during which period you can
still book a private and exclusive ‘Intimate Camp’ anywhere you desire.
Locations
1st June till 15th July – Central Serengeti
16th July till 31st October – Northern Serengeti
1st November till 15th December – Central Serengeti
16th December till 31st March – Ndutu area
Please note that these dates may vary slightly according to the precise location of
the Wildebeest herds.
Accommodation
‘Camp Zebra’ consists of 6 accommodation tents, each of which can be used for
single, double (or twin) or triple occupancy. Each sleeping tent consists of a
verandah, bedroom area, dressing area and ensuite shower and flush toilet. As an

added convenience, each tent is supplied with electricity for lighting as well as for
charging mobile telephones, cameras, tablets, laptop computers or any other
electronic devices you may carry with you. This electricity is harvested from the sun’s
rays via a solar system.
Family Accommodation Tents
Camp Zebra also has a family tent which comprises a verandah, lounge, two
bedrooms (each of which can be set up as singles, doubles or triples), two dressing
areas and two separate ensuite bathrooms.
Lounge & Dining Tents
The camp is well laid out to include both a lounge tent as well as a dining tent.
The lounge tent is furnished with comfortable settees and armchairs and is complete
with a selection of Coffee table books, board games, a writing bureau and wireless
internet connectivity so as to ensure that your every need is catered for when you
are not out enjoying game drives.
The dining tent allows for individual as well as group dining and is home to a wellstocked bar which serves a selection of premium spirits, wines, beers and minerals,
the cost of which is included in your accommodation rates. Guests may also enjoy
their meals al-fresco in the camp’s grounds.
Evenings are spent around the all-important camp fire enjoying drinks and bitings
whilst exchanging stories about the day’s events and making plans for the day
ahead.
Activities
The main emphasis of the activities available at Camp Zebra is the viewing of the
extraordinary Wildebeest migration which is one of the "Seven Natural Wonders of
Africa" as well as the single largest mass movement of animals on the planet. That
said, there are many other forms of wildlife and birdlife which can be viewed during
the course of game drives and these are further enhanced by some of the most
spectacular nature to be seen anywhere on the African continent.
Guests are also able to participate in Balloon Safaris although arrangements for this
need to be made prior to your arrival in Tanzania.
‘Fly-in’ and ‘Drive-in’ Safaris
Camp Zebra can also be booked as a ‘flying Safari’ destination with both airstrip
transfers and game drives being carried out in our own 4 x 4 vehicles driven by our
own highly trained professional guides.
Camp Zebra and the environment
With over a decade of experience operating camps in the different national parks
making up the Northern Safari circuit, Intimate places has developed very strict
policies and procedures with regards to the protection of the fragile environments in
which we operate. These are also to be found at Camp Zebra.

•

All the camps power requirements is generated through a state of the art solar
power system. A standby generator is on hand for use only when required.

•

Intimate Places is proud to support the “throttle the bottle” initiative whereby
plastic bottles are banned from all of our properties.

•

The garbage produced by the camp is burned in especially designed and
constructed incinerators with plastics, tins and glass, etc. all being transported
back to Arusha for proper disposal at municipal facilities.

•

Once the camp is uprooted from a site, we leave little or no evidence of the
fact that it was ever there.

You can find out more about Intimate Place’s commitment towards preserving the
environment by clicking here.
Special Notes
1. Since the movement of the migration is dictated primarily by rainfall which can
be as unpredictable in Tanzania as in most other parts of the world, Camp
Zebra has been designed to be mobile so that it can be moved as quickly as
possible to keep up with the Wildebeest when they too move.
2. Camp Zebra underwent a major refurbishment in April and May 2018 which
was overseen by Astrid Kleinvelt, an Arusha based interior designer.
At a Glance
Facilities & Services
• 220 V electricity (solar power).
• Hot & Cold running water.
• Laundry & valet service.
• Room service.
• Dining tent.
• Lounge tent.
• Camp fire.
• Books & games.
• Wifi (subject to network availability).
Activities
• Game drives.
• Wildebeest migration.
• Full service “bush” breakfasts, lunches and evening sundowners.
• Sundowners by the campfire.
• Bird watching.
• Balloon Safaris.
Accommodation
• 5 standard accommodation tents.

• 1 family tent.
• All available for single, double and / or triple occupancy.
Contact Us.
Intimate Places Limited
P. O. Box 80
Usa River
Tanzania
Telephone: +255 684 080 002 (Reservations) or +255 784 780 400 (Duty Manager)
E-mail: reservations@intimate-places.com
www.intimate-places.com

